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Dear Readers,

First and foremost, the Peak Re team and I would like to express our best wishes to you, your families and colleagues and hope 
you are healthy and safe in these testing times.

In this edition of Peak Times, we are pleased to share with you our latest milestones which significantly contribute to 
strengthening our franchise going forward.

Starting with last year’s results, we proudly report the continued expansion of Peak Re in 2019. Based on our strong underwriting 
performance and effective risk management, we smoothly navigated through a year of frequent natural catastrophes and 
high market volatility. While premium income expanded by another 20% to USD 1.7 billion, our net profit reached USD 35 million. 
The business continued to grow across all geographies, contributing to the majority of the company’s premium income and 
confirming the effectiveness of the strategy in portfolio optimisation.

In May 2020, we completed the acquisition of a Bermuda based Insurance-Linked Securities (ILS) investment specialist and created a 
wholly-owned subsidiary, Peak Capital. This new entity provides us access to ILS and alternative capital, which will be vital as exposures 
to natural catastrophes and climate change keep rising across the Asia Pacific region. Under the leadership of the Co-CEOs, Lawrence 
Cheng and Erik Manning, Peak Capital will play an essential role in our strategy to underwrite, structure and transfer risks to the capital 
markets.

The founding of Peak Capital is very timely, as our report about the Shanghai Typhoon Institute (STI) shows. In line with our natural 
catastrophe experts, the STI predicts that in 2020 we might see a below-average number of windstorms in the Pacific basin. 
However, the number of those making landfall in China may be up and more severe.

In June,  Moody’s Investors Service (Moody’s) rated Peak Re for the first time, assigning our 
company an A3 insurance financial strength rating with a stable outlook. This rating comes 
in addition to our AM Best Financial Strength Rating of A- (excellent) and reflects the 
company’s well-established franchise in the Asian insurance market, solid capitalisation, 
increased diversification and expanding product mix with low reserving risks.

We cannot close this edition of Peak Times without a reference to COVID-19. We are 
very proud of how Peak Re weathered the pandemic. We assured a smooth and 
unwavering continuation of our services, despite almost a global lockdown which 
started earlier in Asia then in the rest of the world. Through this time, Peak Re paid 
claims or renewed business as efficiently as before while most of its staff was working 
from home. In addition, we moved office in April – a well thought-through step - 
that strengthened our capabilities in dealing with the new realities. Founded in 2012 
Peak Re has expanded rapidly over the past years. Today, our team of more than 
110 employees, serves an impressive 560 clients in 73 countries. To accommodate 
our past and future growth, we changed to a larger office with state-of-the-art 
technology. This new office not only encourages collaboration and dialogue across 
functions, hierarchies and teams, it also provides a safer work environment with more 
space and better air quality.

We sincerely hope you will enjoy our newest edition of Peak Times and look 
forward to welcoming you again soon – either at our new premises or in one of our 
numerous video conferences. 

Yours sincerely, 

Franz Josef Hahn
Chief Executive Officer

Editorial
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Peak Re’s Protection measures regarding COVID-19

Peak Re ensures a seamless customer experience during the COVID-19 
pandemic.

When the COVID-19 pandemic 
unfolded, Peak Re was already 
well prepared to ensure a smooth 
continuation of its customer 
service to over 560 clients around 
the world. Thanks to our thorough 
business continuity mechanism 
and advance office technology, 
Peak Re could immediately offer its 
employees the option to stay home 
and comply with the quarantine 
restrictions imposed by the 
government for people returning 
from overseas.   

On 6 April, during the COVID-19 
outbreak in Hong Kong, Peak Re 
moved offices. Despite the challenges 
of relocating in a time of social 
distancing, this was another excellent 
move for Peak Re. The new office is 
not only larger, providing more space 
to employees and allowing them to 
respect the current hygiene measures, 
but also has a performant air filtering 
system installed which guarantees a 
high air quality at all times.  

Peak Re’s team quickly adapted to 
the new working conditions and found 
a productive modus operandi which 
assured that the company remained 
open to business throughout the 
Corona crisis without interruption. 
Peak Re continued to deliver the 
same level of excellent client service 
as in the past. The market team led 

by Chris Kershaw replaced personal 
client visits by video conferences and 
a heightened out-reach to clients to 
assure that they would get the best 
possible support from Peak Re during 
these testing times. In preparing for 
the upcoming Indian treaty renewal, 
Peak Re also set up its first client 
webinar with Indian clients and shared 
with them the most critical insights 
gained from the preceding renewals at 
01.01.2020. 

Peak Re’s leadership team and its 
CEO, Franz Josef Hahn, expressed 
their admiration for the unwavering 
commitment of the employees to 
maintain an impeccable client service. 
“I am very grateful to all our employees 
and partners. Through their invaluable 
support, they have assured that in 
these extraordinary times, we were 

able to run our business as usual,” 
said Franz. “Even during this hardship, 
Peak Re delivered a service which is 
next to unrivalled, and that fills us with 
tremendous pride.”

The impact of COVID-19 and the 
lock-down measures in many countries 
have revealed the importance 
of adequate risk protection for 
companies. Franz said: “In the face of 
new or unexpected risks and stronger 
risk correlation due to globalization, it 
is important for companies to develop 
a comprehensive risk mitigation plan 
with an integrated insurance policy to 
minimize losses.”

A vital aspect for Peak Re’s clients 
during the COVID-19 pandemic is 
the timely payment of claims, which 
has always been central to Peak Re’s 
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strategy. The company continues to 
excel year after year in this discipline, 
offering world-class claims service to 
its clients around the world. Today, 
Peak Re’s settles more than 90% of its 
claims in less than five working days, 
which is an unmatched record. Also, 
during the extraordinary COVID-19 

times, Peak Re is fully committed to 
maintaining this service level.

Here’s what Sophia Chiu, Peak Re’s 
head of business operations, has to 
say about its claims performance 
during COVID-19:

Peak Re is living up to its guiding 
principle to pay all legitimate claims 
promptly and efficiently also through 
the COVID-19 crisis 

Claims management is at the core of 
Peak Re’s strategy, and the company 
continues to excel year after year, 
offering world-class claims service to 
its clients around the world. Today, 
Peak Re’s settles more than 90% of 
its claims in less than five working 
days, which is an unmatched record. 
Also, in the COVID-19 crisis, Peak Re is 
committed to maintaining this service 
level.

With insurers and reinsurers, both 
facing a high level of natural and 
man-made disasters and an uncertain 
economic outlook due to COVID-19, 
claims management has become 
even more central to the relationship 
of reinsurer and cedant. Companies 
achieving excellence in claims 
management have a competitive 
advantage by providing better service 
to their client base and by increasing 
operational efficiency. 

At Peak Re, head of business 
operations Sophia Chiu, with over 
30 years of experience in the 
international insurance industry, and 
her team of four claims managers 
are responsible for managing an 

increasing volume of claims from 
all lines of business and from over 
560 clients based in more than 70 
countries. 

Since Sophia joined Peak Re in 2014, 
she built up the claims management 
team. She also installed a claims 
management process that provides a 
high-quality service to cedants while 
supporting the company’s ambition in 
becoming the leading reinsurer in the 
Asia Pacific region.

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 
crisis in February 2020, half of the 
claims team is working from home on 
a rotating basis to protect the health 
of its members. As a consequence, 
communication and coordination 
efforts have increased and become 
more demanding. However, its service 
has remained unaffected. Even 
during COVID-19, it remains Peak Re’s 
priority to provide its cedants with a 
swift claims paying process that they 
can bank on. Peak Re’s efficient and 
tested claims approval process has 
remained unchanged during the crisis. 
The procedure specifies step-by-
step the nature of claims service, the 
speed of claims service and assigned 
responsibilities. Senior managers can 
easily access the well-documented 
records on Peak Re’s claims system 
and give the necessary approvals via 

email wherever they are. 

Sophia said: “The relationship 
between reinsurer and cedant is 
largely influenced by the speed, 
accuracy and efficiency with which 
claims are settled. At Peak Re, we are 
very proud of our claims settlement 
track record. Even during the 
challenging times of COVID-19, we 
work hard to maintain our track record 
to pay almost all valid claims within 
five days.”  

Concerning COVID-19, only very few 
claims have been filed as insurers are 
still in the process of assessing the 
impact of COVID-19 on their liabilities. 
This might obviously change once 
losses become transparent.

Sophia Chiu
Director, Head of Business Operations
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Peak Capital to accelerate Peak Re’s mission to close the 
protection gap in Asia 

What was Peak Re’s intention in 
acquiring Lutece?
Lawrence Cheng: Peak Re has the 
objective to become an Asian leader in 
the global ILS market. We believe that 
alternative capital will be essential in 
expanding insurance protection in Asia, 
as the region becomes more affluent. 
Against this backdrop, Peak Re has 
built up its ILS expertise over the past 
years. In late 2018 and early 2020, we 
successfully launched Asia’s first and 
second sidecar “Lion Rock Re”. Both 
transactions were oversubscribed, 
indicating a healthy appetite for 
securitised insurance risks from 
investors in Asia, a region underserved 
by ILS solutions. Besides its benefits 
for the Asian insurance markets, 
alternative capital enhances Peak Re’s 
financial flexibility and forms an integral 
part in our acknowledged value 

proposition to modernise reinsurance 
and expand the insurance penetration 
in Asia’s emerging markets and its 
growing middle class. 

What will be the added-value of Peak 
Capital to the parent company?
Erik Manning: Peak Capital expands 
Peak Re’s current product offering. 
The company will be led by the two 
of us, bringing complementary skills 
to the table: Lawrence built Peak 
Re’s alternative capital expertise with 
the launch of the two Lion Rock Re 
sidecars. In its endeavour to provide 
access to Asian risks to investors in the 
region but also globally, it became 
apparent that Peak Re would strongly 
benefit from the expertise and the 
infrastructure of the world’s leading 
ILS market in Bermuda. That’s how we 
came into play. We were looking to 
expand our franchise by accessing 

new investors and broadening our 
offering also across new types of risks. 
The two of us are, therefore a perfect 
fit. Going forward, we will be bringing 
both our skills to the market. We will be 
supported by the experienced original 
Lutece team, including CFO Angus 
Ayliffe and CUO Julia Henderson.

Lawrence Cheng adds: The 
combination of these highly 
experienced professionals with 
their unmatched ILS and structuring 
expertise with Peak Re’s strong 
presence in the Asian markets will 
create new opportunities to develop 
differentiated and innovative (re)
insurance products for both our clients 
and investors. Eventually, it will also 
expedite Peak Re’s mission to close the 
protection gap in Asia.   

In April 2020, Peak Re acquired Lutece Holdings Ltd. and its subsidiary Lutece 
Investment Management Ltd. to strengthen its access to the alternative capital market 
and to establish a solid foothold in Bermuda, the Insurance Linked Securities (ILS) 
market’s undisputed global centre. Following the acquisition, Peak Re consolidated 
Lutece with its alternative capital activities under the brand “Peak Capital”, creating 
a new Bermuda-based ILS specialist. The wholly-owned subsidiary of Peak Re is co-
led by ILS veteran and Lutece founder Erik Manning and Peak Re’s Managing Director 
of Underwriting Lawrence Cheng as Co-CEO. Together, they explained to Peak Times 
their objectives for Peak Capital and gave an ILS market outlook.
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More specifically, what will Peak 
Capital focus in 2020?
Erik Manning: Our immediate focus 
will be to launch a new series of our 
flagship Retro-focused investment 
product. This is a niche product 
offering where Peak Capital is already 
positioned as a market leader with a 
unique business model. That will be our 
primary focus in 2020 and 1 January, 
2021. Going forward, Peak Capital will 
then assist Peak Re in managing and 
expanding our current ILS offerings – 
 so “watch this space”. 

How is the ILS market holding up 
during the COVID-19 crisis?
Lawrence Cheng: During the crisis, 
the ILS market demonstrated once 
again its resilience. While financial 
markets exhibited enormous volatility, 
ILS remained mostly stable. Unlike 
other financial asset classes, the 
performance of catastrophe bonds 
and securitised insurance risks is 
generally uncorrelated to economic 
cycles, interest rate movements, the 
political environment or currency 
fluctuations. 

Did some parts of the ILS market 
corrected during the COVID-19 
pandemic?
Erik Manning: Whenever investors’ cost 
of capital increases dramatically or 
whenever financial markets liquidity is 
constrained (both of which occurred 
at once with the COVID-19 pandemic), 
ILS markets see a “correction” in terms 
of price and underwriting terms. We 
witnessed this in 2008 – 2010, and 
again in the last two to three months 
with COVID-19. ILS markets are not, in 
this sense, uncorrelated to financial 
markets, although the performance 

of ILS investments themselves tend 
to be decorrelated. One interesting 
dynamic of the COVID-19 pandemic 
for ILS, however, has been a 
demonstration that there is the scope 
for some correlation even in respect 
of contract-performance: the ILS 
industry as a whole will suffer at least 
some “trapping” or impairment from 
Business Interruption and potentially 
other Lines of Business as a direct or 
indirect result of the pandemic. The 
distribution of such impairments will 
not, in my opinion, be evenly distributed 
across all managers but will likely affect 
some strategies more than others. 
These are issues that can and, I am 
sure, will be corrected by our industry 
going forward; however, the extent to 
which managers have been impacted 
by such unforeseen consequences 
may determine the reallocation of 
investments between ILS managers 
in the near future. This is another 
effect that the industry has witnessed 
subsequent to periods of “market 
correction”.

What is the potential for ILS in the 
future?
Erik Manning: We believe that ILS will 
play an even more prominent role in 
the future. Over the past 20 years, the 
catastrophe bond market has grown 
steadily, becoming a vital tool for 
managing insured natural catastrophe 
losses. While Hurricane Andrew spurred 
the creation of the catastrophe market, 
hurricane Katrina in 2005, the financial 
crisis of 2008, and the post-crisis low-
interest-rate period and most probably 
the current COVID-19 crisis too have 
shaped its growth since inception.

What is the role for ILS in Asia Pacific?
Lawrence Cheng: Despite the 
current COVID-19 crisis, the market 
opportunities in Asia Pacific are 
abundant. Premium growth in 
emerging Asia is well ahead of the 
global average, driven by the region’s 
low insurance penetration and its 
expanding middle class. The insurance 
market needs more capacity in the 
long run to reap these opportunities. 

Catastrophe bond & ILS risk capital issued & outstanding by year
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ILS is an asset class that transfers a specified insurance risk or set of risks - 
predominantly natural catastrophe risks - from the sponsor (e.g. insurance 
or reinsurance company) to the investor (e.g. ILS fund), which in return 
receives a risk premium.

ILS is attractive to sponsor and investors. To insurance and reinsurance 
companies, these securities provide additional risk capital at 
reasonable prices, with little or no credit risk, because the investor has 
to fully collateralise the liability, which is mostly held in a trust account 
and invested in money market investments. To investors, it offers a 
possibility to diversify its investment portfolio. ILS provides returns 
that are mostly uncorrelated with other financial assets. But equally 
important – catastrophe bonds are essential tools to protect societies 
against all sorts of risks. They allow a fast payout when catastrophes 
strike, and communities require financing to recover from a disaster.

The ILS market is relatively new compared to other traditional financial 
assets. The first insurance linked securities with standardised terms and 
conditions, also known as catastrophe bonds, were issued in the mid-
nineties. They appeared in the wake of hurricane Andrew in 1992. At the 
time, hurricane Andrew, with insured losses of USD 23 billion, was the 
costliest hurricane ever to make landfall in the United States. It led to the 
failure of numerous insurance companies and pushed others to the brink 
of insolvency, raising the question of capital adequacy within the industry. 
A new source of capital to absorb significant losses was required, and this 
is when the ILS market was established.

We are convinced that it will be 
impossible to address the current and 
future insurance needs in emerging 
Asia without alternative sources of 
capital.

What kind of market initiatives would 
benefit most from ILS?
Lawrence Cheng: Risk transfer 
through catastrophe bonds could 
be particularly interesting for China’s 
Belt and Road initiative that has 
temporarily come to a halt due to 
COVID-19 crisis. ILS solution could 
potentially be an exciting option to 
alleviating the financial burden by 
paying out to the Chinese government, 
contractor and workers in a disruption 
comparable to the current crisis.

For more information on Peak Capital and its 
solutions, please contact Erik Manning at  
erik@peak-re.com or Lawrence Cheng at 
lawrence@peak-re.com.
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Rushing Back to Business? Please Check

I spend a lot of my time underwriting 
risks with claims and asking “What 
corrective actions have been 
implemented?” Recently I was thinking 
about this in a slightly different context-
preemptive actions - wondering what 
companies should be doing as part of 
their ‘return to work’ risk management, 
particularly in respect of plant and 
equipment. As governments around 
the world start to relax residential and 
commercial restrictions which have 
been in place over the last few months, 
businesses will be keen to get things 
up and running as quickly as possible. 
Before flicking the ‘on’ switch or hitting 
the start button it is important for 
businesses to take a moment to check 
that everything is functioning properly. 
During the period of inactivity various 
problems may have occurred, for 
example small animals or birds nesting 
in pipes blocking exhaust extraction 
vents, or rodents damaging cables 
or pipes. Depending on the length of 
inactivity rubber components may 
have deteriorated and may need to be 
replaced before start-up. Also some 
businesses may have taken advantage 
of the shutdown to carry out 
maintenance: has equipment been fully 
re-assembled and all safety guards etc 
reattached?

Most industrial plants will have 
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) 
which deal with equipment shut down 
and re-start, but this may not apply to 
all businesses, especially SME’s. Often 
the re-start is not as simple as turning 
a switch, or reversing the steps in the 
shut down procedure. It is important to 
have the right people with the proper 
experience in charge of the process, 

usually the plant manager and also 
to have enough people in place to 
monitor that all parts of the production 
line are functioning normally. It is worth 
spending a few moments to conduct a 
physical inspection – similar to a pilot’s 
‘walkaround’ of the operations to check 
that everything is in order before the 
decision to re-start is made.

Once the plant is up and running, pro-
active risk management will include a 
check that all machines are calibrated 
correctly and that all output is to the 
required specification, before shipping 
products to customers. A little time 
invested beforehand may help to prevent 
a potential liability scenario later.

Some of the potential risks from a 
business re-start include:

• Premises Damage: Fire or explosion  
  of machinery causing own property  
  damage and business interruption

• Injury to employees

• Injury or damage to others, including  
  environmental damage from a plant  
  explosion

• A defective product being sold   
  causing injury or damage

• Arrest or investigation of    
  management for any breaches of  
  Health and Safety regulations

• Supply chain risk from failing to fulfill  
  orders to customers

• Adverse media publicity following an  
  event.

Whether or not these are covered by 
insurance will depend on many factors, 

but at a time when businesses are 
starting to open again, an unexpected 
incident could have a significant impact 
on its recovery prospects and may prove 
fatal for the business, creating additional 
financial risk for the owners.

So in the rush to say “We are open for 
business” a moment to check before 
turning the key may prove to be time 
wisely spent.

Stay Safe and Profitable.

Allan Learoyd
Senior Vice President,  
Casualty Underwriting
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Tropical Cyclone activity forecast for 2020 

One of the greatest threats to the 
balance sheets of property and 
casualty (re)insurers in the Asia Pacific 
region comes from tropical cyclone 
events, more commonly referred to as 
typhoons.

As a carrier with significant exposure 
to tropical cyclone loss in Asia Pacific, 
we at Peak Re have invested heavily 
in understanding and managing this 
risk.  In addition to licensing commercial 
models, in 2015 Peak Re initiated a 
strategic partnership with the Shanghai 
Typhoon Institute.  As a result of this 
partnership Peak Re have provided 
clients with two typhoon activity 
forecast reports per year: one in May 
before the typhoon season starts; and 
one mid-season update in August.  
These reports use state-of-the art 
statistical and climactic modelling to 
forecast a short term view of typhoon 
activity compared to the long term 
average.  These reports can be used 
by underwriters or risk managers to fine 

tune risk rating and risk management 
objectives based on a sophisticated 
and independent view of the current 
climate and prevailing ocean 
atmospheric conditions.

The pre-season report for 2020 
forecasts lower than average formation 
of tropical storms and tropical 
cyclones over the northwest Pacific 
and South China Sea (see Table 2 
for an explanation of tropical storm 
classification).  The number of tropical 
cyclones that develop into strong 
typhoons is also expected to be below 
the long term climactic average.  

With specific reference to the China 
mainland, the number of tropical storms 
or tropical cyclones making landfall 
or otherwise affecting the coast are 
expected to be slightly higher than the 
long term climate average (see Table 1).

This output is the combined view of 
several climate models, each using very 
different methodologies.  However, all 
models are largely in agreement that 
the overall tropical cyclone activity is 
expected to be below the long term 
average.

Long term average 
(± standard deviation)

Pre-season 
forecast 2020

Tropical Storm formation over northwest Pacific and  
South China Sea

26±4.8 22-24

Tropical Storm landfall over mainland China 7±2.0 7-9

Tropical Cyclones affecting mainland China coast 14±3.0 12-13

Tropical Cyclones affecting South-China coast 9±2.5 10-12

Tropical Cyclones affecting East-China coast 9±2.6 10-13

Table 1: 2020 pre-season activity forecast
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The climatological signal driving this 
forecast view comes from observations 
of equatorial sea surface temperatures 
over the western Pacific.  While these 
temperatures have been above 
average, they have not yet reached 
the levels necessary to be classified as 
an El Niño event.  This ENSO1 - neutral 
state is forecast to hold until at least 
the summer.  Forecasting sea surface 
temperatures further into the year is 
highly uncertain so this forecast will be 
refined and updated in the mid-season 
report.

There is always a large amount of 
uncertainty involved in long term 
forecasting.  This is especially true when 
no clear ENSO signal is present.  While 
it is still possible that a signal could 
develop that would ultimately drive 
tropical cyclone activity either above 
or below the long term average, the 
current best estimate is that below 
average activity is more likely than 
above average activity.  While this is 
true for the whole north-west Pacific 
and South China Sea, the forecast for 

1 ENSO: El Niño Southern Oscillation

mainland China is that higher activity is  
slightly more likely than below average 
activity.

Finally, it is always worth reminding 
readers that overall trends in activity do 
not necessarily correlate with insured 
losses: a single large event can cause 
catastrophic loss in an otherwise “quiet 
year.”  It is always advisable to monitor 
activity throughout the typhoon 
season.

Name Wind Speed Beaufort Saffir-Simpson Report Category

Super Typhoon ≥ 51.0 m/s Scale 16 CAT 4-5
Strong Typhoon (STY)

Strong Typhoon 41.5 - 50.9 m/s Scale 14 - 15 CAT 2-3

Typhoon 32.7 - 41.4 m/s Scale 12 - 13 CAT 1 Tropical Cyclone (TC)

Strong Tropical Storm 24.5 - 32.6 m/s Scale 10 - 11
Tropical Storm Tropical Storm (TS)

Tropical Storm 17.2 - 24.4 m/s Scale 8 - 9

Tropical Depression 10.8 - 17.1 m/s Scale 6 - 7 Tropical Depression Tropical Depression

Table 2: Tropical storm classification

Henry Phillips
Vice President, Analytics

Iain Reynolds
Head of Analytics

Kun Cheng
Vice President, Underwriting
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A New Headquarters to Mark a New Chapter of Peak Re

Please follow us for a tour of the new 
Peak Re headquarters.

The building
The Center at 99 Queen’s Road Central 
is the fifth tallest skyscraper in Hong 
Kong. With a height of 346 m (1,135 ft), it 
comprises 73 storeys. The Center is one 
of the few skyscrapers in Hong Kong 
that is entirely steel-structured with no 
reinforced concrete core and is one of 
the tallest steel buildings in world.

The entrance
We wanted to create a headquarters that all our employees are proud of and at 
the same time would enhance productivity and operation efficiency.

The view
A near 360 degree view of the beautiful Victoria Harbour and Hong Kong skyline.

Peak Re has grown steadily in the past seven years, from a start-up of 19 
people to the world’s 30th largest global reinsurer of more than 100 employees 
worldwide. We expect this growth to continue.  To accommodate our growing 
business and help us serve our clients with higher productivity and efficiency, we 
moved to a new headquarters this April with bigger and smarter office space. 
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The lounge
We chose to apply activity-based 
working concept as this design 
supports our agility culture, enhances 
speed of responses and efficiency, 
this arrangement also fits our unique 
underwriting approach. 

Provide the best work environment for 
our colleagues
It is one of our key objectives to create 
value for our employees and wellness is 
a key element for consideration in the 
design stage. 

To provide a welcoming and stress 
reduction working environment, the 
office connects colleagues with nature 
by adopting the biophilic design: 
a gigantic green wall and a mini-garden 
have been established at the entrance 
and lounge area, natural surroundings 
such as greens, plants and fresh flowers 
can be seen everywhere in the office. 

People’s health and wellbeing are in first 
place therefore elements like air quality 
and water quality were taking into 
account too.

Be environmentally friendly

We also want to create value for our 
environment. Besides the greens, 
the office is also mapped to fit our 
paper free culture. All meeting rooms 
are equipped with cutting edge 
conferencing system such as wireless 
presentation devices, colleagues can 
connect their laptop and share screen 
to others in the same meeting. All office 
materials used are sustainable with 
certifications, they are also certified by 
scientific certification system (SCS) for 
indoor air quality certification.

The interactive areas
The office spaces are segmented 
according to activity-based working 
concept, which include no-barrier open 
office, numerous collaboration and 
meeting zones, enclosed sound-proof 
privacy rooms, lounge and café areas 
which can be converted into a larger 
multi-functioned area. 

The common areas are equipped with 
wireless chargers, adaptors and USB 
sockets which could serves as flexi 
working areas not only for our staff but 
also for visitors.  IT and audio visual 
system are upgraded to enhance 
productivity and efficiency. 
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Disclaimer
Peak Re provides the information contained in this document for general information purpose only. No representation or guarantee can be made as to the 
correctness or suitability of that information or any other linked information presented, referenced, or implied. All critical information should be independently 
verified for correctness and Peak Re accepts no responsibility, and shall not be liable for any loss which may arise from reliance upon the information provided. 
Neither Peak Re nor its affiliates accept any responsibility for any loss occasioned to any person acting or refraining from action as a result of any statement, 
fact, text, graphics, figure or expression of belief contained in this document or communication. 

All rights reserved. The information contained in this document is for your internal reference purpose only. No part of this document may be reproduced, stored 
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For more information, please contact 

Property & Casualty: underwriting@peak-re.com 

Life & Health: life@peak-re.com 

General: info@peak-re.com 

Careers: recruit@peak-re.com

Hong Kong Headquarters 

Tel: +(852) 3509 6666 

Fax: +(852) 3509 6668 

Address: Room 6501-06, The Center, 99 Queen's Road Central, Central, Hong Kong 

Peak Reinsurance AG

Tel: +41 (0) 43 819 20 60

Address: Fortunagasse 28, 3rd floor, 8001 Zurich, Switzerland 


